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Abstract 

In this paper, two Piezo-Based Rotating Inertial Actuators (PBRIAs) are considered for the suppression of 

the structure-borne noise radiated from rotating machinery. As add-on devices, they can be directly 

mounted on a rotational shaft, in order to intervene as early as possible in the transfer path between 

disturbance and the noise radiators. A MIMO form of the modified FxLMS control algorithm is employed 

to generate the appropriate actuation signals, relying on a linear interpolation scheme to approximate the 

nonlinear secondary plants. The proposed active vibration control approach is tested on an experimental 

test bed comprising a rotating shaft mounted in a frame to which a noise-radiating plate is attached. The 

disturbance force is introduced by an electrodynamic shaker. The experimental results show that when the 

shaft rotates below 180 rpm, more than a 7 dB reduction can be achieved in terms of plate vibrations, 

along with a reduction in the same order of magnitude in terms of noise radiation. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Noise radiation from structural housing in rotating machinery is a common problem in many industrial 

applications such as gearboxes, compressors, electric motors etc. In these cases, vibrations of rotating 

elements, which are transmitted though the bearings to the noise radiating surfaces such as the machine 

frame, are often the major noise source. In order to reduce the received noise level, techniques such as 

sound absorption based on insulation, including encapsulation, can be used to interrupt the airborne sound 

transmission from the machine to the environment. These passive sound control techniques would 

typically be used to deal with noise at higher frequencies. At lower frequencies, where the acoustic 

wavelength is much larger than the maximum permissible thickness of the insulation layers, active noise 

control strategies can be considered instead [1-4]. These however become more complicated and more 

expensive, or alternatively less efficient, if the size of the enclosure where the sound is controlled [3] is 

comparatively large. Lots of error sensors and control actuators are necessary for good control 

performance, and in fact the total length of the wiring to connect peripheral units to the centralised 

controller can become a limitation [4]. In such situations it could be preferred to directly reduce the vibro-

acoustic response of the noise radiating surfaces. This can be done by applying control forces on the 

surfaces [5, 6, 11-17] or isolating the transmission force to the surfaces [18-25]. In case forces are applied 

directly to the noise radiation surfaces, passive tuned mass dampers [7-10], inertial shakers [11-13], 
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reactive actuators [14] or piezoelectric patches [15-17] are often employed to produce the control forces. 

However, this approach may become cumbersome and expensive for large and complex systems which 

have many radiating surfaces.  

On the other hand, in the active vibration isolation approach it is attempted to block the transmitted 

vibrations in the structural transfer paths before they reach the noise radiating surfaces. This may yield a 

control system that is less complex in case there are concentrated bottlenecks in the vibration transmission 

paths. With rotating machinery such concentrations typically occur in bearings that support revolving 

shafts. Several studies based on this approach have been published recently. Rebbechi et al. [19] proposed 

to integrate two pairs of magnetostrictive actuators into a double row bearing, which is mounted on the 

input shaft next to the input pinion, with the aim of actively isolating the vibration transmitted from the 

shaft to the housing. A reduction of 20-28 dB can be obtained in the housing vibration at the fundamental 

gear mesh frequency. Pinte et al. and Stallaert et al. [20-21] adopted a similar approach, but used two 

piezoelectric actuators instead, which are perpendicularly mounted onto one of the support bearing 

locations in order to limit the force transmitted from the shaft to the housing. Chen and Brennan [22] 

presented an inertial actuator control concept, where three magnetostrictive inertial shakers are positioned 

tangentially at 120˚ intervals on the gear body, in order to suppress the gear vibrations at the source. The 

above mentioned actuation concepts for the suppression of gearbox housing vibrations are theoretically 

compared by Guan et al. [23]. In this theoretical study, the actuation effort, control robustness and 

implementation costs are taken into account as the comparison criteria for four different actuation 

concepts. The shaft transverse vibration active control approach appeared to be the best compromise 

regarding the required amplitude of the control force below 500 Hz and fairly reasonable other control 

parameters in the higher frequency range. Some experimental validation concerning this theoretical study 

can be found in [24-25].  

In this study, an axisymmetric piezo-based rotational inertial actuator, which can be installed directly 

on the rotating shaft as an add-on device, is proposed and studied experimentally. The benefit of this add-

on approach is that the machine stiffness is not affected as is the case with for example active bearings. 

Another advantage is the relative ease of implementation in a practical setting as no major structural 

modification is required. Furthermore, the active element is not in a critical path of the machine such that 

a possible failure of the piezoelectric element does not necessarily affect the functionality of the machine. 

One of the aims of this paper is to investigate whether or not it is feasible to suppress tonal structural 

borne noise/vibration by attaching PBRIAs directly onto a rotating shaft. The control strategy is based on 

the modified filtered reference least mean squares (FxLMS) algorithm [26]-[27]. Such an algorithm has 

been adapted in this study for the use on rotating machine applications by utilising an interpolation 

scheme for time varying secondary plants. The design of the PBRIA is briefly covered in Section 2, 

together with the experimental test bed used to evaluate its performance. The implementation of the 

modified FxLMS control algorithm is discussed next, in Section 3, followed by a presentation of the 

achieved results in Sections 4. 

2.  DESIGN OF PIEZO-BASED ROTATING INERTIAL ACTUATOR 

Figure 1 shows the developed prototype of the piezo-based rotating inertial actuator. The idea behind 

the design of the PBRIA is to use a piezoelectric actuator to introduce a force between a rotating element 

(e.g. the shaft) and a ring-shaped mass rotating together with the shaft. By accelerating the ring-shaped 

mass, compensating forces can be generated on the shaft. The Piezomechanik HPSt 150/20 piezoelectric 

stack actuator is used. Although the piezoelectric actuator has a sufficient stroke to compensate the 

disturbances on the test bed, it is acknowledged that in stiff industrial applications, where excitation forces 

are larger, longer piezoelectric actuators with larger sections should be used to generate the required 

strokes. The piezoelectric actuator is preloaded by the flexures on the other side, such that it is capable of 
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applying bi-directional (push/pull) forces. In order to avoid bending of the piezoelectric stack actuator, 

four Z shaped springs are foreseen at each corner, with the actuator centrally located. For the Z shaped 

spring, the vertical links are much shorter and, more importantly, thicker than the horizontal links such 

that a high rotational stiffness and a low horizontal stiffness are realized. 

Preload 

Screw

Clamping 

Screws

Piezo
 

Figure 1. The developed piezo-based rotating inertial shaker.  

 

A representative set-up for rotating machinery is constructed in order to demonstrate the feasibility of 

the proposed active vibration control approach, which is shown in Figure 2. In this test bed, a motor drives 

a shaft, which is supported in a frame by a cylindrical bearing at one side and a double angular contact ball 

bearing at the other side. This latter bearing is mounted in a ring-shaped module in which two 

piezoelectric sensors are installed to measure the transmitted forces between the shaft and the frame. Close 

to this bearing, two PBRIAs are perpendicularly installed on the shaft such that control forces can be 

generated in all directions. In order to transmit control signals from a non-rotating control source, a slip 

ring is equipped and mounted on the shaft close to the PBRIAs to provide electrical connections to the 

non-rotating controller. 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Figure 2. The experimental set-up of the test bed: (1) Motor; (2) Disturbance shaker; (3) Frame; (4) Noise 

radiating plate; (5) PBRIAs; (6) Slip ring; (7) Force sensor. 

A number of sensors are installed on and around the test bed to demonstrate the performance of the 

proposed control approach. The layout of the sensor configuration is shown in Figure 3, where two 

accelerometers are used to measure the structural vibrations, one microphone is used to register the noise 

level in front of the plate at a distance of approximately 30 cm and one force gauge placed between the 

bearing close to the PBRIA and the frame is used to record the transmission force. For the accelerometers, 

one of them is placed on the frame measuring vibrations in x and y axes, while the other one is mounted in 
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the middle of the plate measuring only vibrations in x axis. The x and y axes represent the directions that 

are parallel and perpendicular to the disturbance line of action, as indicated in Figure 3. Hereafter, x 

direction refers to as the horizontal direction and y direction refers to as the vertical direction. The frame 

vibrations in the y axis (the vertical frame acceleration) and plate vibrations in the x axis (the horizontal 

plate acceleration) are chosen as the error signals for the active controller in the experiments of this study. 
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Figure 3. A cross-sectional view of the experimental set-up with all measurements  

3.  MODIFIED FxLMS ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER 

In this section, the modified FxLMS control algorithm [26]-[27] is briefly reviewed. Its control scheme 

is shown in Figure 4, where  d k  is the estimate of the disturbance  d k  used to derive the virtual error 

signal  me k  for updating the control filter coefficients;  e k  is the physical error signal measured by the 

error sensor;  S q  is the estimate of the secondary plant;  x k  represents the reference signal; the 

coefficients of  W k  for generating the control signal  u k  are copied from the adaptive filter  W k  at 

the bottom of Figure 4. 

Applying the gradient descent method to the adaptive filter in the lower loop of Figure 4 yields the 

adaptive scheme for  iw k : 

          1 , 0, 1i i mw k w k r k e k i L       (1) 

where  r k  is the filtered reference signal calculated as the convolution of the reference signal and the 

model of the secondary plant,   is the convergence coefficient,   is the power constraint with 0 1  . 

Generally, the parameter   should be as large as possible without compromising the stability of the 

system. A suitable value of control effort constrain   should be introduced to prevent unconstrained 

weight overflow and limit the output power to avoid nonlinear distortion [2]. If the parameter   is set to 

other value than 1, the modified FxLMS algorithm becomes the leaky modified FxLMS algorithm. Note 

that Eq. (1) is a direct form of instantaneous steepest descent algorithm, which can be derived by analogy 
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with the LMS algorithm. As such, the convergence speed of the modified FxLMS is reported to be 

comparable to that of the LMS algorithm [26]-[27].  

Depending on the availability of the reference signal, the modified FxLMS algorithm can be used to 

control both broadband and narrowband disturbances. Considering the rotating machinery application, this 

study focuses on suppressing tonal disturbances and thereby the periodic modified FxLMS algorithm is 

implemented and a sinusoidal signal of the same frequency of the disturbance is used as the reference 

signal. If the aim is to suppress multiple tones at the fundamental frequency and several harmonics, the 

reference signal can be composed by a rectangular wave with a period equal to the inverse of the 

fundamental frequency of the disturbance or simply the sum of all the considered sinusoids [28]. Since 

two PBRIAs are used in the experiments, the MIMO form of the modified FxLMS algorithm is 

investigated. Here, the controlled plants are constructed between the driving signals to the two PBRIAs 

and the outputs of the two accelerometers measuring the horizontal plate vibrations and the vertical frame 

vibrations. Although the main focus of this study is on suppressing the noise radiation from the plate, only 

one accelerometer placed on the plate is in principle enough for the control purpose. The other error 

sensor is chosen so that the test bed is not seriously influenced in the vertical direction due to the control 

action. As mentioned earlier, the chosen error sensors are mounted on the fixed parts of the test bed 

whereas the piezoelectric actuators are rotating together with the shaft. This means that the constructed 

secondary plants are continually changing with respect to the shaft rotational position, which in other 

words indicates the secondary plants are time varying.  

LMS

( )S q

Copy

 d k

 e k u k  y k
 W k

 W k
 r k

 x k

( )S q

( )S q

 me k

 d k

 

Figure 4. The block diagram of the modified FxLMS algorithm 

A linear interpolation method is proposed to estimate the time varying secondary plants. The idea is to 

measure the secondary plants offline at several points in one revolution and estimate the rest by linearly 

interpolating between two adjacent known plants (the seed plants). As the secondary plants are modelled 

by FIR filters, the interpolation can be made directly on the coefficients of the FIR filters. If otherwise IIR 

(infinite impulse response) filters are used, the interpolation would best be implemented on the outputs of 

the IIR filters.  

Finally, the flowchart of the employed MIMO form periodic modified FxLMS algorithm is depicted in 

Figure 5, where the various symbols have the following meanings:  x k  again represents the reference 

signal which is presumed to be a sinewave and after undergoing a 90˚ phase shift, giving the other 

reference signal  x k ;  1
W q and  2

W q  are the two adaptive FIR filters, each of them is composed by 

two filter coefficients  ,i jw q ,  , 1,2i j , in addition, three other pairs of the copies from them are used; 

 1
y n  and  2

y n  are the driving signals for the two PBRIAs;  1
e n  and  2

e n  are the error signals 
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measured by the error sensors;  1v
e n  and  2v

e n  are the virtual error signals for updating the control filter 

coefficients;  1d
y n  and  2d

y n  are the disturbance sources measured by the error sensors;  11
( )S q


 and 

 21
( )S q


 are the secondary paths from  1

y n  to the two error sensors at   degrees;  12
( )S q


 and  22

( )S q

 

are the secondary paths from  2
y n  to the two error sensors;  ,i j

S q


 
   is the estimate of the secondary 
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Figure 5. The flowchart of the MIMO form of the modified FxLMS control algorithm  

4.  EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

The purpose of the experiments in this section is to examine the performance of actively controlled 

PBRIAs in the test bed presented in the section 2. Prior to describing the results obtained, some system 

parameters are defined first. During the experimental study, the measured signals are recorded by a 

dSpace DS 2004 A/D acquiring board at a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz. All the signals fed into the 

control board are filtered by a low pass filter with a 1k Hz cut-off frequency. The modified FxLMS 

controller is updated at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz. An encoder with a resolution of 1024 pulses per 

revolution is utilized to measure the rotational position of the shaft, the signals from which are then 

processed by the dSpace control broad 3001 to calculate the instant angular position. As described earlier, 

the horizontal acceleration of the plate and the vertical acceleration of the frame are taken as the error 

signals. The disturbance is provided by the electrodynamic shaker, which can execute dynamic forces on 

the shaft. The electrodynamic shaker is driven by a sinusoidal signal at 371 Hz throughout the study. This 

frequency corresponds to one of the resonances of the sound radiating plate. The whole control scheme is 

implemented in the Matlab Simulink environment and then downloaded to the processor of a dSpace 1006 

system. The sine wave sent to the disturbance shaker is directly taken as the reference signal for the 

modified FxLMS controller in the Simulink model. In such a case, a perfect correlation between the 

reference and the disturbance is assumed. In real-life applications, a tacho signal, which provides 

information concerning the disturbance frequency, is always taken as the reference signal. This signal can 

be acquired for example from an optical sensor measuring the rotational motor speed. In order to assure an 

adequate level of coherence between the reference and disturbance signals, the measured pulse train can 

be fed into a frequency estimator to estimate the instant rotating speed [24]. 

The secondary plants are modelled by FIR filters, which can be estimated off-line with an LMS 

adaptive algorithm [2]. The process consists of exciting the secondary path with a sine wave and in the 

meanwhile providing the same signal as the reference to a conventional LMS algorithm. After the 

convergence of the algorithm, the controller coefficients will then resemble the secondary path impulse 

response. Since only a single frequency is considered, an FIR filter with only 2 coefficients is sufficient. 

By repeating this at multiple frequencies, the FIR filter coefficients for the secondary plants at all relevant 

frequencies can be inserted as a lookup table as a function of the disturbance frequency. An alternative is 

to measure the FRFs of the secondary paths in a broad frequency band, from which the FIR coefficients at 

one frequency can also be derived.  

   

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 6. FRFs of the secondary plants at the 32 angular positions: (a) and (b), the amplitude and the 

phase of the FRFs between PBRIAs 1 and 2 to the horizontal plate vibration; (c) and (d), the amplitude 

and the phase of the FRFs between PBRIAs 1 and 2 to the vertical frame vibration. 

As mentioned above, the constructed secondary plants are angular position dependent and an 

interpolation scheme is needed. Here, each secondary plant is identified at 32 angular positions in one 

revolution. The 0˚ position is defined when piezoelectric actuator of PBRIA 1, as shown in Figure 2, is in 

parallel to the disturbance. Figure 6 (a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase of the secondary-plant FRFs 

between the voltages to the piezoelectric actuators and the measured plate vibrations at 371 Hz, while 

Figure 6 (c) and (d) present the FRFs of the other two secondary-plants between the voltages to the 

piezoelectric actuators and the measured vertical frame vibrations. As can be seen, the four plants vary 

with respect to the angular positions, where the crests and troughs of the curves are located at these 

positions when the actuation direction of the PBRIA is parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the 

sensors.  

Experiments with the proposed PBRIAs are performed when the shaft is rotating at 60, 120 and 180 

rpm respectively. The aim here is to investigate the influence of the rotating speed to the proposed control 

approach. The convergence rate   is set to 0.7 and the leaky factor   is set to 0.995. Here, certain power 

constraint is introduced, which is essential for the current MIMO control case where the plant matrix is 

nearly ill-conditioned. By doing it, unreasonable values of control effort are prevented. An additional 

benefit is to reduce the risk of instability and speed up the convergence of the insignificant errors 2.  

Figure 7 (a) shows the measured plate vibrations at the rotating speed of 60 rpm, 120 rpm and 180 rpm 

(from top to bottom), first with the developed controller deactivated, then activated and again deactivated. 

It can be seen that the residue level drastically increases with an increase of the rotating speed, which 

indicates that the control effectiveness might further degrade as the shaft operates faster. In order to 

further analyze these results, the achieved reductions are plotted as a function of the rotational position of 

the shaft. To do so, the time domain signals of the first two segments (deactivated and activated) are 

synchronized with the rotating speed signal measured by the encoder, and the reductions are calculated in 

an interval of 10˚. The resultant reductions are shown in the angular domain in Figure 7 (b), where the 

average reductions during the different revolutions are represented by the dot-line and the variations by 

the error bars. As it is shown, the trend of the averaged reductions also shows the performance loss 

increases as the rotating speed increases.  

 
Figure 7: (a) The control effect on the plate vibrations when the shaft rotates at, from top to bottom, 60 

rpm, 120 rpm and 180 rpm in the time domain; (b) The resultant reductions in the angular domain. 

(a) (b) 
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Next, the first two segments of the time domain signals in each case are projected into the frequency 

domain, as shown in Figure 8 (a). The achieved reductions are presented in Figure 8 (b), evaluated at the 

disturbance frequency itself and three pairs of rotating speed harmonics away from it. Here also, the 

achieved reductions at the excitation frequency reduce as the speed goes up. The main reason for the loss 

of the performance is that the faster change on the secondary plants makes it more challenging for the 

controller to follow and adapt to these changes but gets less and less time to do so. Additionally, the non-

perfect estimation of the secondary plants and their nonlinearities, which means the secondary plants 

might vary in terms of the rotating speed, also contribute to the control effectiveness loss. 

 
Figure 8: (a) Comparison of the plate vibrations in the frequency domain, without control and with control 

when the shaft rotates at, from top to bottom, 60 rpm, 120 rpm and 180 rpm; (b) the resultant reductions at 

the exciting frequency itself and three pairs of the rotating speed harmonics away from it. 

The performance for the vertical frame vibrations is also examined, as shown Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

Compared to the plate vibrations, the control effectiveness has now completely disappeared and 

amplifications are even observed at higher rotating speed. This is mainly because the convergence speed 

of the vertical frame vibration is much less than the one of the plate vibration such that the initial transient 

of the coefficients are mainly determined by the plate vibration. With the increase of the rotating speed, 

the performance loss on the plate vibrations, as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, thus leads to the poor 

control effectiveness on the vertical frame vibrations. Since the emphasis in the study is on the plate 

vibrations, the behavior of the vertical frame acceleration is to be expected. Nevertheless, the proposed 

active controlled PBRIAs can work effectively in a low running speed condition. 

 

(a) (b) 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 9: (a) The control effect on the vertical frame vibrations when the shaft rotates at 60 rpm, 120 rpm 

and 180 rpm in the time domain; (b) The resultant reductions in the angular domain. 

 
Figure 10: (a) Comparison of the vertical frame vibrations in the frequency domain, without control and 

with control when the shaft rotates at, from top to bottom, 60 rpm, 120 rpm and 180 rpm; (b) the resultant 

reductions at the exciting frequency itself and three pairs of the rotating speed harmonics away from it. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

This paper discusses a novel control concept for suppressing rotating machinery radiating noise, which 

is to use PBRIAs that rotate together with the machinery to actively control the effects of disturbance 

forces transmitted to the structure housing. A MIMO form of the modified FxLMS algorithm is applied to 

control the plate vibrations and the frame vibrations. In order to account for the time varying effects of the 

rotating PBRIAs, a linear interpolation scheme is proposed to model the time varying secondary plants. 

The design and control approach have been validated on an experimental test bed. It has been shown that 

more than 7 dB reductions in the plate vibrations can be achieved when the shaft rotates below 180 rpm, 

with the resulting reduction of acoustic noise in the same order of magnitude. These results demonstrate 

the technical feasibility of using the considered PBRIAs for suppressing structure borne noise of rotating 

machinery for applications with a low running speed. Once the speeds become high however, the 

controller can have difficulties following and adapting fast enough. Additionally, the non-perfect 

estimation of the secondary plants and their nonlinearities are more pronounced. Therefore, future studies 

will aim at improving the performance of the active vibration control approach for higher rotating speeds, 

as well as gaining a better understanding of the limitations of the followed approach. 
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